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Abstract—Multi-agent foraging (MAF) involves distributing
a team of agents to search an environment and extract re-
sources from it. Many foraging algorithms use biologically-
inspired signaling mechanisms, such as pheromones, to help
agents navigate from resources back to a central nest while
relying on local sensing only. However, these approaches often
rely on predictable pheromone dynamics and/or perfect robot
localization. In nature, certain environmental factors (e.g., heat
or rain) can disturb or destroy pheromone trails, while imper-
fect sensing can lead robots astray. In this work, we propose
ForMIC, a distributed reinforcement learning MAF approach
that relies on pheromones as a way to endow agents with
implicit communication abilities via their shared environment.
Specifically, full agents involuntarily lay trails of pheromones as
they move; other agents can then measure the local levels of
pheromones to guide their individual decisions. We show how
these stigmergic interactions among agents can lead to a highly-
scalable, decentralized MAF policy that is naturally resilient to
common environmental disturbances, such as depleting resources
and sudden pheromone disappearance. We present simulation
results that compare our learning policy against existing state-
of-the-art MAF algorithms, in a set of experiments varying team
sizes, number and placement of resources, and key environmental
disturbances. Our results demonstrate that our learned policy
outperforms these baselines, approaching the performance of a
planner with full observability and centralized agent allocation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-agent foraging (MAF) consists of distributing mul-
tiple agents to explore an area and gather resources [1]. In
the context of robotics, foraging systems could be applied to
autonomous mining or harvesting, as well as more general
resource retrieval tasks (e.g., for environmental cleanup/waste
removal or to establish planetary bases for space explo-
ration). Effective MAF approaches balance the exploration
for new resources with the exploitation of already-discovered
resources [2], [3]. As such, MAF is a naturally collaborative
task: it is beneficial for agents to communicate the discovery
of resources to others [4], [5]. Nevertheless, in the presence of
highly-dynamic environments, it is essential that approaches
remain sufficiently efficient to run in real time. These con-
straints naturally lead to the need for decentralized MAF
approaches with a form of agent interactions, which can be
difficult to hand-craft.
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Figure 1. Many ant species use pheromones as a signaling mechanism to help
with search and navigation. Ants modify their environment by automatically
dropping pheromone trails as they navigate. Other colony members can make
individual decisions based on the locally sensed pheromone concentration.
Credit: Anna Szu¨cs.
Many existing foraging algorithms take inspiration from
social insects (e.g., bees, ants, and termites), which are
highly effective foragers [4]–[7], and use a combination of
pheromones and odometry for search and navigation [8]–
[11]. In these works, pheromones decay with time, enabling
agents to create a form of implicit, collective memory that
naturally dissipates with time, unless reinforced [12], [13].
While searching and navigating back to the nest, agents can
leverage these pheromone trails to make individual decisions
by sensing the local pheromone concentration or gradient [11],
[14]–[19]. On the hardware side, several existing works
have explored methods for physical substitutes for biological
pheromones [20]–[23]. These works pave the way for the
development for biologically inspired robots that have the
ability to signal using pseudo-pheromones.
However, relying on predictable pheromone dynamics (e.g.,
constant, known decay) and perfect agent localization oversim-
plifies the foraging problem and is unrealistic for real-world
deployments of robots. Although biological pheromones do
decay over time, there are other environmental factors that
affect their persistence. In nature, environmental conditions
such as heat, rain, or the presence of various plants can disturb,
destroy, or mask pheromones [13], [24], [25]. Additionally,
relying solely on wheel or leg odometry is also unreasonable.
Besides needing accurate encoders [26], odometry models
require that wheels or feet do not slip during contact with
the ground, which often occurs on rough or loose terrain.
In this paper, we propose a new avenue for resilient
pheromone-based MAF, ForMIC, which extends our previ-
ous works on distributed multi-agent reinforcement learning
(MARL) of decentralized policies [27]–[29] by introduc-
ing implicit communications between agents via the use of
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pheromones. Deep RL approaches, and in particular MARL
algorithms, have been shown to naturally balance short- and
long-term goals [2], [3], [30]. However, many existing MARL
approaches, including our prior works, have considered the
decentralized control of agents without any communication
capabilities [27]–[29], [31], [32]. Although naturally more
scalable, communication-free approaches often are less co-
ordinated and suffer from sub-optimal group performance.
Performance further decreases in cases where agents only
have access to partial information about the system state (e.g.,
fixed observation range), as with many real-life multi-robot
deployments such as MAF. To improve the performance of
the collective, we propose to rely on pheromones that are
automatically released by loaded agents at each time step;
pheromones endow agents with implicit communication abili-
ties via stigmergy (i.e., agent interactions via modifications of
their common surroundings). Note that our framework is not
limited to MAF, but extends to other homogeneous, multi-
robot problems where implicit communications can improve
collaboration, such as manipulation, search, or coverage.
The key contributions of this work involved devising and
combining learning techniques that would help agents learn
how to place and follow pheromones and when to trust them.
First, we propose the incorporation of a pheromone curricu-
lum, which provides agents with examples of “desirable”
pheromone trails at early stages of learning. In later episodes,
these references trails are weaker (i.e., lower concentration).
Second, during training, we restrict the action space of loaded
agents such that only actions that move them closer to the nest
are valid (provided physically possible). Finally, we introduce
the concept of non-learning agents, which simply enact the
currently learned policy during training. Non-learning agents
allow us to augment the team size during training without
computational burden, and significantly improve the scalability
and performance of the final policy. In this work, we further
vary the number of non-learning agents across the A3C meta-
agents to expose agents to a wider range of agent densities.
We train ForMIC’s decentralized policy offline in simula-
tion, and test it in a variety of numerical scenarios, where we
vary the team size and the number and placement of resources.
We further demonstrate how ForMIC’s learned policy is nat-
urally resilient: agents can recover from certain unmodeled
disturbances and continue foraging efficiently. Despite having
never seen these environmental dynamics in training, we con-
sider environments with depleting resources and “pheromone
wipeouts” (i.e., instantaneous, sustained pheromone degrada-
tion), both of which disturb the steady-state of the foraging
system. To benchmark our approach, we compare our learned
policy to existing, state-of-the-art, decentralized foraging ap-
proaches [14], [26], as well as a planner with full observability
and centralized agent allocation. ForMIC outperforms the
benchmark strategies and is comparable to the centralized
planner in obstacle-free, static environments.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Multi-Agent Foraging (MAF)
MAF is a common and widely-studied problem in robotics,
in which a team of robots is both tasked with 1) distributing
over, and searching an environment for locations rich in a
resource of interest (generally referred to as “food”), and 2)
exploiting these areas, consistently mining and transporting
food back to a cache location (often referred to as the
“nest” [1]. The presence of all these subtasks (e.g., agent
distribution/allocation, search, path planning, localization) is
what makes MAF particularly challenging, as well as the
constant need to balance exploitation of known resources
and exploration for new ones. Many existing approaches to
date only focus on a subset of these subtasks, or propose
fully-observable and/or centralized solutions that do not scale
well to larger teams [1], [33]. That is, for real-life multi-
robot foraging tasks, MAF approaches should be scalable and
endow each agent with the ability to make individual decisions
(decentralized control) based on local information only (and
potentially local communication). For example, some early
works simply let agents perform independent random walks in
search for resources, and then rely on odometry to come back
to the nest, where they share a vector to the newly-located
resource with other robots [34], [35]. Other more recent
works proposed more principled approaches to autonomous,
decentralized distribution and search for resources, often by
relying on geometric coverage [36].
For single-resource cases, where agent distribu-
tion/exploration is not necessary once the resource is
located, some works have proposed approaches that do
not rely on odometry; instead, these works allow agents
to serve as static “beacons” that help other agents on
their way between the resource and the nest [26], [37].
Extending this idea of agents guiding other agents and
inspired by the collective intelligence of insects colonies,
many recent works have proposed models where robots
automatically release virtual signals (i.e., pheromones) as
they move, whose gradients can be measured locally to
influence their decisions [11], [14]–[19], [38], [39]. For
example, single-resource MAF problems have been studied
by relying on pheromone trails, and approaches exist even
for more dynamic cases where the one resource’s location
changes with time [18]. However, approaches relying on
“stigmergic” interactions (i.e., interactions between agents via
their modifications of the commonly-observed environment,
such as the release of pheromones) are nontrivial to hand-
craft, and generally cannot solve the full MAF problem.
For example, in cases that involve multiple resources,
high-traffic areas (e.g., nest surroundings) will likely contain
multiple overlapping pheromone trails that might prevent
agents from following clear gradients. Some recent works
have considered the combined use of pheromone trails and
geometric coverage or potential fields to solve the distributed
exploration part of the MAF problem (i.e., locate resources
to then be foraged) [15], [38]. Other works have studied the
exploration/exploitation balance problem in MAF, and have
proposed general guidelines to switch from the exploitation of
known resources to the exploration for more resources [17]. In
particular, notable recent works by Zedadra et al. have studied
the automatic switching between individual and collective
foraging behaviors [14], showing improved performances
over a large spectrum of other pheromone-based approaches.
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B. Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning (MARL)
MARL approaches consider the extension of the original
RL problem [40] to cases that involve multiple agents in
cooperative or competitive scenarios. A first approach would
be to simply consider a single meta-agent in charge of learn-
ing a mapping between the current system state to a N -
dimensional policy distribution, defining the joint actions of
all N agents. However, such joint approaches naturally suffer
from the curse of dimensionality, thus requiring excessive
amounts of training data to converge since the resulting
state-action space explodes combinatorially [41]. Therefore,
many recent works have considered MARL problems that can
be represented as decentralized (partially-observable) Markov
Decision Processes (DEC-POMDP) [42]–[44]. In the DEC-
POMDP framework, agents make individual decisions, often
enacted synchronously at the team-level, based on partial
information about the system state. To mitigate the partial-
observability, some form of centralization of this information
can and is often used during training to encourage coopera-
tion [32], [45]–[47], increase the agents’ field of view [32],
[46], [47], or teach agents to predict each others’ actions [45],
[46]. This centralization/sharing of information at training time
can speed up training, help stabilize the learning process,
and improve the performance of the trained policies [32]. At
execution time, the resulting policies remain decentralized and
only rely on individual, often partial knowledge (i.e., local
observations and information received from other agents).
Another common problem with MARL approaches arises
from the many learning agents constantly updating their poli-
cies during training, experiencing (and contributing to) an
ever-changing environment [32], [47]–[49]. In those cases,
oscillations might appear that can slow down or even desta-
bilize and stop the learning process. Smaller learning rates
can help bound the amount of change in the system between
gradient updates, but at the cost of much slower training.
Actor-critic methods, where the learning task is distributed to
two separate neural networks, one for policy and one for state
value estimation, have been experimentally shown to exhibit a
form of natural robustness to such dynamic environments and
can help produce stable MARL approaches [32], [45], [46].
Another method to create stable MARL learning processes is
to rely on curriculum learning, where the difficulty of the task
(e.g., number of agents, world size, obstacle density) is slowly
increased along the training process [32].
C. Distributed RL for Decentralized Collaboration
In our earlier work on multi-agent collective construc-
tion [29], agents had to construct block structures by as-
sembling them block-by-block. To do so, agents repeatedly
navigated between the construction site and fixed locations
where they could collect blocks. A key difference is that
the system was fully observable, meaning that both the con-
struction site and block collection locations were in view at
all times by all agents. In our more recent work on multi-
robot path finding [50], agents acted in a partially observable
environment. However, agents’ goal locations were prescribed
to them and known with certainty during execution; more
importantly, agents were provided with a vector directing them
to their goal location as a network input. Additionally, since
agents only needed to navigate to their goal once and all
goals were independent, there was no reason for an agent to
explicitly “study” the movements of others. Thus, training a
purely decentralized policy without explicit localization for
MAF presents key challenges that have not yet been faced in
these previous works, in particular due to the additional need
for implicit communication among agents.
D. Communication in MARL
As mentioned previously, allowing agents to cooperate by
exchanging relevant information can help agents make better-
informed local decisions, improving the team’s performance.
To this end, several MARL approaches allow agents to ex-
change relevant information, such as observations or selected
actions [32], [46]. Other works have proposed approaches to
allow agents to learn how and what to communicate among
the team, either by relying on reinforcement learning [47], [51]
or backpropagation through the communication channel [45],
[52]. However, one of the main factors limiting the real-world
applicability of these approaches lies in their need for “perfect”
(and therefore unrealistic) communication among agents, even
at execution time. That is, these methods usually consider
noiseless communication channels, with no constraints over
bandwidth or communication range. In this context, some re-
cent MARL works have considered the simultaneous learning
of action and messaging policies under realistic communica-
tion constraints, which include binary communication (finite
bandwidth) and local communication only [53], [54]. These
methods are better suited for real-life multi-robot deployments,
but do not scale well to large teams, and/or to long messages.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND REPRESENTATION
In this section, we describe the specific MAF problem
considered in this work, as well as the pheromone model used.
A. Foraging Environment
In this work, we consider a two-dimensional, discrete grid
world environment, in which all entities occupy a unique cell
(no collision/overlap allowed between entities). Agents can
navigate the environment by moving from one discrete cell to
another. Additionally, an agent can collect food from resources
or deposit it at the nest; agents have capacity of one. In order
to keep these interactions as realistic as possible, we allow
only one agent to interact with a food source or cache at any
given time step. For this reason, each food source or cache
has an associated queue that allows other agents to wait for
their turn (first-in, first-out queue); to interact, an agent must
first join the queue and then wait for its turn. When an agent
interacts with a resource, the agent extracts a specified number
of elements from food sources per time step, defined by the
gathering rate (in practice, 0.1). Similarly, agents deposit food
into the nest at a speed defined by the dropoff rate (in practice,
0.5 during training, and 1.0 during testing to avoid congestion
at the nest). Adjusting these rates allows our approach to
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generalize to a variety of foraging tasks of different time-
intensity (e.g., a mining task might be more time-intensive
than other collection-related tasks).
Our variant of the MAF problem features multiple resources
that are randomly-scattered throughout the environment. This
adds additional complexity to the problem since the number
and location of these resources is initially unknown to the
agents. In contrast to single resource MAF variants, the
exploitation of certain resources might be more optimal than
others (e.g., closer to the nest); therefore, exploration should
continue even after an agent has located the first resource.
Additionally, our MAF environment features a single nest
located at its center. Note that this central placement does not
restrict the generality of our approach, since agents rely on
a limited field-of-view (as explained in Section IV). The nest
has four interaction spots (caches) that allow up to four agents
to drop off food simultaneously. This helps to ensure that nest
interaction is realistic without it becoming a major bottleneck.
B. Pheromone Dynamics
In our formulation of the MAF problem, agents have no
method of explicit communication, local or otherwise. How-
ever, in order to improve the performance of the collective, we
allow agents to communicate implicitly via the environment.
More specifically, agents carrying food (i.e., full agents) au-
tomatically leave a trail of virtual pheromones on the ground,
which other agents can (learn to) use to make contextual
movement decisions. These virtual pheromone trails act as a
form of short-term, collective memory that allows searching
agents insight into the recent movements of loaded agents
(e.g., which direction a loaded agent came from).
At every time step, each full agent leaves behind
pheromones; the concentration of these pheromones is a func-
tion of the number of steps the agent has taken since harvesting
the resource. We represent pheromone concentration from
agent k at position (i, j) at time t as pt(i, j, k) ∈ [0, 1], where
a value of 1 indicates pheromones of maximum concentration.
Then, the pheromone concentration decays exponentially with
each movement action:
pt(i, j, k) = α
t−h, (1)
where α ∈ [0, 1] is the action decay rate, and h ∈W is the time
step at which the agent finished harvesting the resource. In this
work, we choose α = 0.97. This mechanism is important for
two reasons. First, consider the case where two agents take
direct paths back to the nest; in this case, the agent returning
from the closer resource will have a trail of higher intensity
at the nest. Agents can use this intensity difference to make
more informed decisions about which trail to pursue. Second,
consider the case where an agent becomes lost; over time, this
agent will no longer lay pheromones of substantial intensity,
preventing it from misdirecting other agents.
At a specific location, (i, j), the pheromones from one agent
can overpower the pheromones from another agent. That is, we
take the maximum pheromone concentrations across all agents.
Therefore, the total pheromone concentration at position (i, j)
at time t is:
Pt(i, j) = max
k
pt(i, j, k). (2)
However, unless refreshed by agent traffic, pheromones
decay exponentially with time; this time decay has been used
in previous works [15] to avoid accumulation of pheromones
and allow agents to “forget” about resources deemed too far
from the nest or resources that have been fully depleted. The
pheromone update equation reads:
Pt(i, j) = β · Pt−1(i, j), (3)
where β ∈ [0, 1] is the decay rate. It is important to consider
the trade-offs of different settings of β when choosing a
parameter value. For our experiments, we choose β = 0.99
to allow more persistent trails to be created and help agents
signal more distant food sources to each other. Unfortunately,
having more persistent pheromones can lead to an excessive
build-up of pheromones in high-traffic areas (e.g., near the
nest), causing them to be harder to interpret.
Note that the relative magnitudes of α and β are very
important. If α < β, the pheromone trail will have an
increasing gradient moving from the agent’s current position
to its previous one (i.e., pheromones dropped in the past will
be higher concentration than those dropped recently). This
gradient reverses when α > β and is non-existent (i.e., the
entire trail remains at the same level as it decays) when α = β.
IV. POLICY REPRESENTATION
In this section, we explain how we cast this foraging task
in the RL framework. More specifically, we detail the agents’
observation and action spaces, and outline the reward structure.
A. Observation Space
As is common in discrete planar RL tasks, an agent’s
observation is composed of information about its surroundings.
In this work, this matrical data captures information about the
status of cells surrounding the agent (e.g., which are occupied,
which contain resources, etc.), within a finite, square-shaped
field-of-view (FOV) centered at the position of the agent.
For our implementation, we choose a fixed FOV of 11×11.
The exact size of this FOV is somewhat arbitrary but guided
by the following reasoning. An odd FOV length (e.g., 11) is
chosen such that the agent will be centered within the FOV.
The magnitude of the FOV length largely depends on the scale
and constraints of the problem. For example: how far should
an agent be able to observe relative to its own size, and how
much of the world should an agent be able to see at any
one time? Finally, although one is free to choose the FOV
size for an application, this value must be the same across
all agents and remain fixed. The FOV size directly influences
the network architecture, and changing the FOV size would
require a change to the dimensions of the input layer.
To aid in the agents’ learning, we partition the information
within an agent’s FOV into different channels, as is shown in
Figure 3. The eight channels we use to describe the agent’s
local surrounding are enumerated in the table below. For
example, we separate the positions of loaded agents from
unloaded agents in two different channels to keep channel
information binary (easier to learn from). Since an agent
appears in the center of its observation, it will appear in the
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center of one of these channels but not the other depending
on whether or not it is loaded. This partitioning allows agents
to reinforce channels that they believe are essential to the
task and potentially ignore channels that they think are not.
Ultimately, an agent’s observation consists of an 11× 11× 8
tensor containing the matrical data that we provide as input to
the network.
Channel
Number
Description
1 Binary: locations of partially-full or full agents (non-queued)
2 Binary: locations of empty agents (non-queued)
3 Binary: locations of obstacles (and walls, resources, nest)
4 [0, 1] ⊂ R: locations of resource queue entry (fraction of
food remaining at the resource)
5 Binary: locations of cache queue entry points
6 Binary: locations of agents queued for a resource (if the queue
entry point is in FOV)
7 Binary: locations of agents queued for a cache (if the queue
entry point is in range)
8 [0, 1] ⊂ R: Pheromones from loaded agents
B. Action Space
Agents must be able to navigate within the environment
and interact with resources or the nest to harvest or deposit
food, respectively, in order to complete the MAF task. To
accomplish this, we grant agents five discrete actions. Four of
these actions provide movement in each of the four directions
in the two-dimensional grid world; each results in a one-cell
movement that takes one time step to execute.
The final action enables agents to join queues to interact
with resources or caches in the environment. Agents interact
with resources or caches by joining their associated queues
if they are on or adjacent to the designated entry cell for the
queue. Although it takes only one time step for an agent to join
a queue, the full interaction with the resource at the front of the
queue might take many more time steps; an agent may have
to wait for other agents that are ahead in the line to interact
with the resource/cache (e.g., collect or deposit). Then, once
at the front of the queue, the agent will have to interact with
the nest/resource itself, which will take [1/gatheringRate] time
steps. While an agent waits in the queue and interacts, it is
unable to select any of the described actions. That is, an agent
must commit to the line that it joins, and is only free to select
actions again once its interaction is complete. Note that this
environment mechanic affects when agents receive rewards.
In this work, agents only receive a positive reward once their
interaction is fully complete (i.e., after the agent has waited
in the queue and collected/deposited food).
C. Reward Structure
To train agents to collaboratively maximize the throughput
of the collective (i.e., the number of food deposited in the
nest per unit of time), we devise a reward structure that
incentivizes each agent to act in a time-efficient manner. To
encourage agents to seek efficient routes between resources
and the nest (i.e., bring back food as quickly as possible), we
provide agents with a small negative penalty at each time step
during which they move or wait in a queue. When an agent
successfully collects food from a resource or deposits it at
ObstaclesNon-empty Agents Empty Agents
Food Queue Entry PointsNest Queue Entry Points Food-Queued Agent
Nest-Queued Agents Pheromones
World State
Observation Generation 
Figure 2. Visual representation of a 16 × 16 world (top) and an agent’s
observation channels (bottom). In the visual representation of the world, the
resources and the nest are shown as fully-colored blue and brown squares,
respectively; queue entry points for each are shown as a square outlined in
the corresponding color. Obstacles are shown as fully-colored black squares.
Agents are shown as circles filled an amount that corresponds to the amount
of carried food (i.e., a circle colored entirely blue represents a full agent).
Pheromones are shown in green, such that higher-intensity pheromones appear
more opaque and lower-intensity pheromones appear more transparent. This
figure also shows the visual representation of a single agent’s observation. An
11× 11 square outlined with a black dashed line is the limited field-of-view
for the agent at its center. We separate the information within this region into
eight channels to aid in the agents’ learning.
the nest, we provide the agent with a large positive reward.
Finally, agents are provided with a moderate negative reward
when they attempt to join the wrong type of queue (e.g., a full
agent attempting to join a resource queue or an empty agent
attempting to join a nest queue). Note, however, that the reward
for entering the correct type of queue is zero; as mentioned
previously, a positive reward is provided only once the agent
has waited in the queue and its interaction is complete. The
reward values are shown in the table below.
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Action Reward
Movement Step -0.05
Queued Step -0.05
Successful collect or deposit 10.00
Entered correct queue 0.00
Attempt to enter incorrect queue -1.00
During our experiments, we varied the relative values of
the movement step reward and queued step reward. Unsur-
prisingly, we observed that when the movement cost is greater
than the queued cost, agents are incentivised to join queues
more quickly. Differently, when the queued cost is greater than
the movement cost, agents tend to wait outside of the queue
(but in the vicinity) for their turn to collect.
D. Actor-Critic Network
This work draws inspiration from several sources for the
choice of learning algorithm and the design of the policy net-
work. We use the asynchronous advantage actor-critic (A3C)
learning algorithm [55], and in particular its extension from
our previous work for distributed learning of collaborative
policies for multiple agents in a shared environment [27], [29],
[50]. In this algorithm, agents share a common learning envi-
ronment and each agent has its own local copy (used for policy
estimation, as well as other outputs described below) of a
common (global) neural network. A key difference in this work
is that agents can interact stigmergically by leaving pheromone
trails visible to other agents in this shared environment. At
the end of each learning episode, each agent calculates local
learning gradients based on its own experience and pushes
these gradients to the global network. These gradients are
summed together and applied to the global network, after
which each agents pulls (copies) the new weights of the global
network to its local copy. Then, a new episode starts.
The input to the neural network is a 11 × 11 × 8 tensor
(eight 11×11 channels). For channel processing, we send this
input through two stages of three convolutions and maxpooling
layers, followed by a single convolutional layer. The structure
of this first portion of the network is inspired by VGGnet [56].
Then, we pass this processed data through two fully-connected
layers and before feeding it into a long-short-term memory
(LSTM) cell with output size 512. The output layers consist
of the policy neurons (actor) with a softmax activation as well
as the value network (critic) used to train the policy.
During training, the policy and value outputs are updated in
batch every n = 512 steps (i.e., at the end of each episode). As
is common in RL, the value output of the network is updated
toward the total discounted return (Rt =
∑k
i=0 γ
irt+i) by
minimizing:
LV =
T∑
t=0
(V (ot; θ)−Rt)2, (4)
where ot is the input of an agent at time step t, and θ is the
set of parameters (weights) of the neural network.
To update the policy distribution, we rely on an approxima-
tion of the “advantage” of the action selected in each state, at,
using the state value function: A(ot, at; θ) =
∑k−1
i=0 γ
irt+i +
γkV (ok+t; θ) − V (ot; θ) (where k is bounded by the batch
size T , and γ is the discount factor, γ = 0.95 in practice). We
also add an extra entropy term H(pi(o)) to the policy loss, to
encourage exploration and discourage premature convergence
of the learning process [57] by penalizing a policy that always
chooses the same actions. The policy loss reads:
Lpi = σH ·H(pi(o))−
T∑
t=0
log(P (at|pi, o; θ)A(ot, at; θ)), (5)
with a small entropy weight σH (σH = 0.01 in practice).
As in our previous works [28], [29], we rely on a loss
function, Lvalid, to train agents to learn valid actions. This
loss minimizes the log likelihood of selecting invalid moves,
thus decreasing their activation probability in the policy output.
The final training loss reads:
L = Lpi + 0.5 · Lv + 0.5 · Lvalid. (6)
V. LEARNING
In this section, we detail all aspects of our distributed
learning framework for MAF. To this end, we extend our
previous works on distributed RL for multiple agents in a
shared environment [27], [29], [50]. More specifically, we
introduce virtual pheromones that allow agents to interact
with each other stigmergically via the environment and non-
learning agents to increase agent density during training and
improve the scalability of the trained policy.
A. Stigmergic Interactions
We introduce virtual pheromones into the learning frame-
work to extend our previous works, while maintaining a dis-
tributed, decentralized approach [29], [50]. These pheromones
introduce a form of (implicit) communication between the
agents, namely stigmergic interactions, to allow them to
share information and increase the knowledge they have at
their disposal when making decisions. We believe that the
incorporation of pheromones will help agents performing all
aspects of MAF, provided that the pheromones are well-placed
(i.e., trace a reasonably-direct path from a resource to the
nest). In particular, an agent looking for a new resource can
avoid pheromone trails. Conversely, an agent looking to exploit
a known resource can follow the pheromone trails up their
gradient, and an agent looking to return to the nest can follow
the pheromone trails down the gradient.
Although these pheromones decay with time, they provide
the collective of agents with a short-term memory of previous
interactions. Agents can reinforce this memory by repeating
the same sequence of actions (i.e., collecting from the same
resource again) or alter it by performing a new sequence.
B. Non-learning Agents
The team size (i.e., number of agents) is an important
parameter to consider. In small teams, a handful of resources
– or perhaps just one – close to the nest may be enough
to “support” the entire team. Differently, in larger teams,
resources close to the nest quickly become overwhelmed,
forcing agents to seek out resources further away; these are the
more interesting MAF scenarios. More generally, depending
on the amount of “traffic” that a resource sees and the
resource harvesting rate, it may be advantageous for an agent
to navigate to another resource.
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Figure 3. Neural network used in this work. The input is formed of eight 11× 11 2D channels, encoding spatial information about the agent’s surroundings.
This input is processed by a series of convolutional and maxpooling layers before being fed into an LSTM, to finally obtain the policy and value outputs.
In this work, we propose to rely on non-learning agents to
allow us to train the policy in larger teams without increasing
the computational cost or harming the stability of learning.
That is, this idea helps to avoid summing up highly correlated
gradients from a large group of agents, which could destabilize
training. Additionally, and as demonstrated in our comparison
results, the introduction of these non-learning agents also
allows us to better leverage the distributed learning framework
to achieve a scalable foraging approach. Non-learning agents
execute the currently-learned policy based on their observa-
tions; performing the forward inference to do this is low cost.
We use team sizes of 8 + n, where there are eight learning
agents and n non-learning agents. We further propose to vary
this number of non-learning agent across the four A3C meta-
agents (independent environments in which independent teams
train). We use team sizes of 16, 24, 32, and 48 agents (n.b.,
each team is composed of a constant 8 learning agents, while
others are non-learning).
C. Action Filtering and Execution
During training, we also rely on the pruning of invalid/bad
actions from the agents’ action space. More specifically, if an
agent selects an invalid action, a new action is drawn instead
at random from the collection of valid actions and enacted
(during training only). The additional loss function Lvalid
also helps agents quickly learn which actions are valid. We
observed that after a few thousand episodes, agents take valid
actions more than 85% of the time, and, ultimately, agents take
valid actions more than 95% of the time in the final policy. At
each time step, agents’ actions are enacted in a random order
to ensure that they have equal priority (i.e., race conditions
are resolved randomly).
Further, to speed up training and increase the performance
of the final policy, we designate actions as invalid for two
reasons. As is commonly done, we consider an action to be
invalid if it is not physically possible given the environment
dynamics: moving into an occupied cell, attempting to join
a queue that does not exist, among others. However, in this
work, we also use action validity to enforce hard constraints in
the policy that can speed up and stabilize training [58]. More
specifically, when an agent is full, actions that move the agent
away from the nest are considered invalid unless other actions
are physically impossible.
Experimentally, we found that employing this constraint was
essential for agents to learn how to return to the nest and utilize
pheromones properly. Without this additional action pruning,
agents may take haphazard routes back to the nest, and in
doing so, drop seemingly nonsensical pheromones which may
destabilize other agents (and thus the overall training process).
More generally, we noticed that when agents are allowed
to drop pheromones before they learned effective navigation
skills, other agents just learned to disregard all pheromones,
leading to an uncoordinated final policy (where the pheromone
layer is simply unused). Constraining full agents to movements
that bring them closer to the nest forces them to drop semi
reasonable pheromone trails as they return. We observed this
approach perform far better than simply relying on rewards to
let agents ultimately learn to plan effective paths to the nest
(i.e., positive rewards for movement toward the nest).
D. Pheromone Curriculum
Learning to effectively use agent-placed pheromones is a
challenging task. In addition to the action pruning described in
the previous section, we also employ a pheromone curriculum
that eases the learning process. In early episodes where agents
do not navigate well, we initialize the world with pheromone
trails (termed pheromone highways) from every resource to
the nest.
These pheromone highways are initialized with the same
pheromone gradient that agents would create during the
episode based on α and β (parameters that control the dissipa-
tion of pheromone trails). However, these trails do not decay
further during the episode, simply remaining at their initialized
levels. We propose a pheromone curriculum to control the
relative intensity of these highways, versus the (decaying)
pheromone trails left by agents carrying food. By controlling
this over time, we help agents steadily build trust in the
pheromone trails and learn to deposit meaningful pheromones
for each other.
Specifically, the pheromone highways are initially at full
strength (i.e., maximum pheromone concentration has a value
of 1) and agent pheromones have zero strength. Between 5000
and 10000 training episodes, we linearly decrease the strength
of the pheromone highways and simultaneously increase the
strength of agent pheromones. At the 10000 episode mark,
the pheromone highways are zero strength (i.e., no longer
visible to agents) and the agent pheromones are full strength.
In our comparison results (Section VI-C), we also show that
the pheromone curriculum is essential to the learning process;
without it, the problem is too difficult too quickly and agents
fail to learn an effective policy, or learn to disregard the
pheromone trails and converge to a poorer policy.
E. Episode Randomization
At the beginning of each episode, we randomize the size of
the square grid world environment to be an even number so
that a single nest is always placed at the center of the world.
In this work, we draw worlds uniformly between 20× 20 and
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96×96. As mentioned previously, note that this does not affect
the generality of our approach, since agents have a limited
FOV (within which the nest will not often be observable).
During training, all resources have infinite capacity; we intro-
duce depleting resources only at test time. We randomize the
quantity and placement of resources within the environment.
Specifically, we randomly draw the number of resources, nr,
based on the world’s side-length, w, following:
nr ∼ U(5 · w2/482, 15 · w2/482). (7)
For both resources and each of the four interaction sites
at the nest, we implement a maximum queue length, cho-
sen to be 5 in our experiments. Although multi-agent path
planning is not the main focus of this work, we also want
to ensure that our learned approach performs well in the
presence of randomly-positioned static obstacles. Obstacles
may be encountered in real-world foraging scenarios and
cause environment navigation to be more challenging. In our
simulation, once the resources have been placed, we add
additional obstacles (besides environment walls, resources,
nest). The density of these obstacles varies randomly during
training, drawn from a uniform distribution between 0% and
5% obstacle density.
We initialize agents in two configurations around the nest:
loaded in a nest queue, or unloaded and not queued. This
choice of initialization allows agents to experience many
aspects of the environment, even at the onset of a learning
episode; at the first time step of the episode, some agents are
free to explore, whereas other agents are already queued up
to deposit food and receive rewards. In particular, we notice
that if all agents start empty and not queued, early episodes
would end before agents would collect food from a resource
and deposit it at the nest, ultimately preventing learning, as
this did not provide them with an opportunity to learn all the
mechanics of the environment in early episodes.
F. Learning Hyper-parameters
We train a single ForMIC model that we use for all test
scenarios. Training episodes last 512 time steps, at the end
of which we perform one gradient update for each agent.
We use the Nadam optimizer [59] with a constant learning
rate beginning of 5 · 10−6. We train in four independent
environments (A3C meta-agents), synchronizing agents in the
same environment at the beginning of each step and allowing
them to act in parallel (in a random order at each time step).
Training was performed on a desktop computer equipped
with an Intel i9-10980XE 18-core CPU, 64Gb of RAM, and
two NVIDIA RTX 2080Ti (only one used for training), and
lasted close to five days. The full code used to train agents,
as well as all result plots and trained model, can be found
at https://bit.ly/ForMICcode.
VI. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we explain our testing methodology. More
specifically, we detail which algorithms we benchmark against
and which environmental parameters we vary.
A. Benchmark Algorithms
To evaluate the performance of our learned foraging policy,
we benchmark it against state-of-the-art foraging algorithms:
C-SAF [14] and Cardinality [26]. Neither of these algorithms
makes use of a learned policy; instead, they rely on hard-
coded strategies derived from domain knowledge about the
foraging problem. Similar to our learned policy, neither of
these algorithms relies on agent localization for any purpose.
Additionally, we test our learned foraging policy against a
planner with full observability and global communication to
provide an upper bound on performance.
1) C-SAF: C-SAF uses a pheromone model to commu-
nicate search coverage by the presence of pheromones and
utilizes the pheromone concentration gradient created to nav-
igate back to the nest. Agents start in a set, agreed-upon
initial formation around the nest and spiral away from it,
covering the area near the nest first. When an agent encounters
a resource, it breaks formation to harvest from it, while other
agents continue search. Since pheromones decay with time,
pheromones close to the nest have lower concentration than
pheromones farther from the nest; therefore, this movement
pattern naturally leads to the creation of a pheromone gradient
that agents can follow to navigate back to the nest.
For our tests, we created an augmented version of C-SAF
with an 11×11 observation FOV (referred to as “C-SAF-11”);
the original algorithm only allows agents to observe adjacent
cells, equivalent to a 3 × 3 FOV. This modification enables
exploring agents to navigate down the pheromone gradient
to exploit a resource within their extended FOV, where the
original C-SAF might have made them miss this resource
and continue their search further. In practice, we noticed
that C-SAF-11 performs marginally better than C-SAF, as it
minimizes the number of agents either lost to the edges of
the domain or exploiting further resources, but also leads to
congestions in the closest resources to the nest.
2) Cardinality: Cardinality employs a pheromone-free
strategy, where agents can act as navigation markers (referred
to as beacons) for other agents. An agent serves as a beacon
when there are fewer than two beacons in the agent’s range,
and simply stops moving from there onward to instead relay
messages within the team to allow non-beacon agents to
navigate between the nest and resources.
Although the original description of cardinality is designed
for use in an environment with a single resource, we adapted
the algorithm for the multi-resource case (referred to as
“Cardinality-MR”). In the multi-resource case, we need a
mechanism that prevents agents from only exploiting the first
or nearest resource found. Therefore, we extended cardinality
by proposing natural heuristics for determining when agents
should explore and for allocating agents among the currently-
discovered resources.
After depositing food at the nest, agents can either exploit
an existing resource or explore the environment for a new
one, ignoring beacons. Initially, we wanted to ensure some
agents continue to explore after the first resource is discovered.
When fewer than five resources are discovered, agents have
a 50% chance (empirically chosen) of exploiting an existing
resource by following the sequence of beacons leading to it.
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Figure 4. Comparison of algorithm throughputs (total food deposition at the nest) in experiments across a variety of team sizes. Approaches that use pheromones
have an additonal dashed curve that shows their performance in the presence of pheromone 3 wipeouts of 100 time steps each (i.e., instantaneous, sustained
pheromone degradation). Top Left: The learned policy approaches the performance of a centralized planner for team sizes of 16, 32, and 64 agents, and even
surpasses it for a team size of 128 agents. ForMIC greatly outperforms C-SAF-11 and Cardinality-MR for all team sizes. Additionally, note that ForMIC is
resilient to pheromone wipeouts (dashed line), continuing to outperform these approaches. Bottom Left: ForMIC outperforms C-SAF-11 and Cardinality-MR
for all team sizes. Additionally, ForMIC is resilient to pheromone wipeouts, continuing to outperform these approaches. Here, the centralized planner has a
path planning advantage: full observability enables the centralized planner to plan more intelligent paths in dense regions. Top Right: ForMIC outperforms
C-SAF-11 and Cardinality-MR for all team sizes. Additionally, ForMIC is resilient to pheromone wipeouts, continuing to outperform these approaches. Here,
the centralized planner is at an allocation advantage: global communication enables the centralized planner to never over-schedule resources and never send
agents to resources that have been or will be depleted. Bottom Right: ForMIC outperforms C-SAF-11 and Cardinality-MR for team sizes of 64 and 128
agents. This is the most difficult scenario, where the centralized planner has both the path planning and allocation advantages previously described.
Later, once several resources have been identified by the team,
it is reasonable for the team to stop exploring and exploit what
agents have found.
When multiple resources have been discovered, an ex-
ploiting agent can seek out any one of them. There is no
simple, optimal rule for allocating agents among the currently-
discovered resources, since an agent is not aware of how
many other agents might be navigating to a given resource
(no communication). Instead, we let agents choose the next
resource to exploit probabilistically. Specifically, the probabil-
ity of exploiting a discovered resource, ri, is given by:
P(ri) =
( 1
di
+
1
2
)/∑
j
(
1
dj
+
1
2
)
, (8)
where di is the distance of the resource from the nest,
given in terms of the number of beacons in the trail. Using
this heuristic, exploiting agents have a higher probability of
exploiting resources that are closer to the nest (fewer beacons
leading to them).
3) Centralized Planner with Full Observability: We also
compare against a planner with full observability and
global communication (i.e., knowledge of all resource loca-
tions/capacities, and current destination of all agents). This
planner uses a centralized, greedy allocation strategy to assign
agents to targets, and decentralized path planning. Computing
a joint path plan is computationally intractable, since the target
location of any number of agents could change at every time
step; in the worst case, this would require running a joint path
planner at each time step. Even with greedy allocation and
decentralized path planning, this algorithm takes close to 10
times longer to run than the other baselines.
At the first time step, the algorithm greedily (i.e., one-at-
a-time) assigns each agent to a resource based on the the
resource’s estimated level of activity by the time the agent
arrives. This calculation takes into account agents that are
already queued at the resource and those that are en route (i.e.,
prevents all agents from being assigned to the closest resource
before any of them have a chance to move). Then, agents
move toward their targets by following the A∗ path, which
is recalculated at each time step to account for congestion
caused by the motion of other agents. This planner is event
based: when an agent finishes interacting with a resource,
it is assigned to the nest queue with the lowest estimated
activity, looking forward to the time-of-arrival. The agent is
then assigned a new resource target, and the process continues.
Since path-planning is fully-decentralized, using individual
A∗ for each agent, it is likely that there will be collisions. For-
tunately, since diagonal movements are not allowed, there are
numerous optimal paths (i.e., paths with identical Manhattan
distance) between any two cells. The abundance of optimal
paths regularly allows collisions to be resolved reactively (A∗
recalculation at each time step), without hurting performance.
However, in some cases, it will not be possible to navigate a
collision without an agent taking a longer path; this outcome
not only slows the agent, but can also lead to over-scheduling
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Figure 5. Comparison of algorithm performance before (solid line) and after (dashed line) the first pheromone wipeout. These two scenarios represent the
two difficulty extremes, with obstacle-free environments with infinite resources being easier and dense environments with depleting resources being harder.
ForMIC survives pheromone wipeouts much better than C-SAF-11, which collects nearly all of its food before the first wipeout. Left: a favorable case where
wipeouts do not seem to affect ForMIC. In obstacle-free environments with infinite resources, agents can rely more on memory and less on pheromones. Right:
an unfavorable case where wipeouts significantly affects ForMIC’s performance, but do not halt it entirely. As indicated by the error bars, our deposition rate
remains significantly above zero even during and after wipeouts. In dense environments with depleting resources, ForMIC relies more strongly on pheromones,
leading to a greater performance drop during and after wipeouts.
at a resource or the nest, since an agent that arrives late
will leave later too). Furthermore, dense collections of agents
near the nest can cause A∗ to fail to find a path; this is an
unfortunate reality of decentralized path planning. Despite this
drawback, we believe that this planner provides a reasonable
(suboptimal) upper bound for our MAF problem, since agents
can observe the entire environment (no search for resources
needed) and have access to the current intentions of all agents
(i.e., which agents are en route to which resources).
B. Simulation Results
In order to provide a fair comparison across each of the
described algorithms, we generate a standardized set of test
MAF problem instances. We test a world size of 128 × 128
(i.e., larger than any training worlds) with a variable num-
ber of agents: 16, 32, 64, and 128. These scenarios vary
based on a number of environmental parameters. For each
possible parameter selection, we generate 50 scenarios with
a varying number of resources randomly distributed within
the environment (using the same distribution Eq.(7) with
w = 128); this allows us to evaluate the variability due to
randomized resource placement. We also vary obstacle density.
For our experiments we test cases with no obstacles and dense
obstacles (5%, the upper bound of the training range).
In our results, we run each test scenario once for the baseline
algorithms, and five times for ForMIC, to minimize the effect
of the probabilistic trained policy. However, the results indicate
that our approach is very consistent among those five runs,
showing that the trained policy is near-deterministic. We
further evaluate the performance of our algorithm in two types
of dynamic environments, demonstrating its resilience to these
types of disturbances. In the first type of environment, the
pheromone trails laid by loaded agents will be randomly wiped
out (i.e., a full, instantaneous disappearance of all pheromones)
at randomly drawn times during each episode. Throughout a
1024-step test episode, dynamic environments with pheromone
wipeouts have three 100-step wipeouts that each start with
an instantaneous removal of all pheromones in the world,
followed by 100 steps during which pheromones can not be
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Figure 6. ForMIC’s performance as the distance between the nest and closest
resource to the nest increases. As resources move further from the nest, the
initial search becomes more difficult: agents must rely more on memory during
the initial search (i.e., before resources have been discovered and pheromone
trails have been laid down). ForMIC seems to show a sharp decrease in
performance once the distance to the closest resources seem to go beyond
double the FOV.
placed or seen. These three wipeouts may occur sequentially,
but may not overlap. Additionally, a wipeout may only occur
after the first 256 steps. Disallowing wipeouts at the beginning
of the episode gives agents a chance to establish pheromone
trails that can subsequently be wiped out. Wipeouts are used
to simulate unpredictable, environmental conditions (e.g., rain,
sandstorms, or heat) that can both rapidly degrade existing
pheromones, and prevent the deposition of new trails for a
period of time during foraging.
In the second type of environment, resources have finite
capacity, and do not regenerate with time; however, when
agents deplete a resource, a new resource appears, placed
randomly within the world (i.e., the number of resources
in the world is constant throughout the experiment). This
behavior will force agents to constantly identify new resources
to exploit throughout the experiment, once existing ones have
been depleted. In this environment, eight agents can collect
from a single resource before it is depleted.
We present summary results in Figure 4 that show the sys-
tem throughput across the variety of scenarios described above.
Figure 5 compares the algorithm throughput rate before and
after the first pheromone wipeout, demonstrating ForMIC’s
resilience. Finally, Figure 6 shows how performance varies as
resources are positioned a minimum distance from the nest,
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mainly increasing the difficulty of the initial search (and the
return to the nest in a world void of pheromone trails). All
the simulation videos of our results (as well as a compilation)
can be found at https://bit.ly/ForMICvideos.
C. ForMIC Models Comparisons
In the spirit of presenting the simplest, most effective MAF
approach possible, we trained a variety of additional ForMIC
variants, each with one of our core learning components
removed. The table below shows the relative performance of
ForMIC variants compared to the highest-performing ForMIC
model, averaged throughout the whole set of experiments.
Comparison Model Relative
Performance
Training & Testing without pheromones 82.79%± 7.57%
Training without pheromone curriculum 75.89%± 3.53%
Training without non-learning agents 72.58%± 1.95%
Testing without pheromones (empty channel) 65.89%± 6.04%
Training without invalid action pruning 6.29%± 0.46%
These results support our claim that each of the components
presented in Section V is essential to our approach. When we
remove any component, the performance decreases consider-
ably, and, without action pruning, the approach is not viable.
VII. DISCUSSION
We first note that ForMIC performs exceptionally well on
scenarios with infinite capacity resources and no obstacles. The
introduction of depleting resources or obstacles gives either an
agent allocation or path planning advantage to a centralized
approach with full observability. With a limited FOV, ForMIC
agents must continually search for new resources to exploit
when foraging in an environment with depleting resources.
Nevertheless, ForMIC matches or exceeds the performance of
other decentralized algorithms across all team sizes.
We believe that high performance in these scenarios is the
result of several key advantages of ForMIC. First, handcrafting
foraging strategies that rely on pheromones is difficult. When
pheromone trails from different agents overlap, many local
minima and maxima form, making it hard to devise rules
to follow specific trails or their gradients. Unfortunately, this
is especially true and problematic around the nest, since it
is where agents must decide where to go next. Our results
suggest that ForMIC not only learns these complex pheromone
patterns, but also learns to trust pheromone concentration data
just the right amount. The LSTM cell provides agents with
implicit memory of their previous observations: encountered
pheromone trails, resources, and more. Experimentally, we be-
lieve that this allows agents to return to previously-encountered
resources, improving resilience to rapid pheromone degrada-
tion. In the case of obstacle-free environments with infintie
resources, it seems that agents rely largely on memory to nav-
igate between resources and the nest; removing pheromones
in these cases does not significantly decrease performance.
Differently, in dense environments with depleting resources,
pheromones seem to be much more essential, since we observe
a more significant drop in performance during and after
wipeouts. Nevertheless, across all of our tests, the removal of
Figure 7. Example successive states along a test episode, involving 128
agents (black circles, filled in white when empty and blue when carrying food)
foraging food from depleting resources (blue square). Agents all start around
the nest (central brown location, top left image), and first search for resources
close to the nest to forage food (top right). Once these nearby resources are
depleted, agents need to expand their search to further resources (bottom left
and right images). The pheromone trails are shown in shades of green.
pheromones never seemed to stall ForMIC’s foraging entirely.
Finally, the limited FOV enables agents to resolve local path
planning conflicts: avoiding simple obstacles and other agents.
The limited FOV is also critical for scalability, since it allows
for a singled learned model to be enacted for foraging in
worlds of any size without retraining.
However, our approach isn’t without its drawbacks. One
of the key technical challenges of this work was training the
agents to return to the nest without explicit localization or
pheromones (as is necessary in the initial round of exploration,
before agents have laid pheromone trails). Ultimately, our
aggressive invalid action pruning during training allowed us
to train agents to return to the nest following a near-direct
path between the resource and the nest; this is beneficial since
it results in a relatively short pheromone trail. But, it also
means that agents are prone to becoming trapped on concave
obstacles if encountered on the way back to the nest. Given the
limited FOV and lack of explicit localization, training agents
to navigate these more complex obstacles is a substantial
challenge. Such advanced path planning is beyond the scope
of this work.
Although C-SAF-11’s performance does not exceed our ap-
proach, its algorithmic design includes several strong aspects
that we would like to highlight. The movement rules for agents
are very clever, resulting in advantageous pheromone behavior.
First, agents cover territory around the nest radially outward,
such that resources close to the nest are always discovered
before ones that are further away. Second, because pheromones
decay with time, pheromones near the nest (placed earlier in a
radially-outward search strategy) will be lower concentration
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than pheromones further away. Therefore, the movement of
agents naturally constructs a pheromone concentration gradi-
ent that can be followed for an optimal-distance path to the
nest. Of course, this strong reliance on predictable pheromone
dynamics leads to the poor performance of C-SAF-11 in the
presence of pheromone disturbances/wipeouts. Additionally,
C-SAF-11 makes an unrealistic assumption for agent alloca-
tion at the nest: agents can see from the nest how much food is
left at a resource by looking at the corresponding trail. Despite
not having this advantage, our approach outperformed C-SAF-
11 (often very significantly). Finally, C-SAF-11 does not have
a good approach for reallocating agents that reach the edge of
the world before encountering a resource.
Cardinality-MR allows agents to exploit the closest re-
sources to the nest and is also immune to wipeouts (since
it does not rely any pheromone model). However, our results
show that the efficiency of the food gathering agents is not
able to make up for the vast number of agents which are
converted to beacons. This leads to the algorithm often having
the worst performance of those tested, especially for smaller
teams. This downside is mitigated in the largest teams (128
agents), where the small proportion of gathering agents still
translates into a large number of food deposited at the nest,
while avoiding congestion around the nest. In particular, and
differently from C-SAF-11, we believe that Cardinality-MR
would significantly benefit from a larger FOV for each agent,
as fewer agents would be required to become beacons.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we leverage recent advances in distributed
learning to propose a new avenue for pheromone-based MAF.
Our approach, ForMIC, endows agents with the ability to com-
municate implicitly by signaling the location of resources via a
decaying pheromone model, which improves the performance
of the collective without computational burden. Our approach
does not rely on predictable pheromone dynamics or explicit
localization methods; in a series of tests, we show that our
approach outperforms state-of-the-art MAF algorithms, even
in the presence of unexpected, rapid pheromone decays (total
pheromone wipeouts). Additionally, the approach is shown to
be scalable and performs well even in dense environments.
Future work will extend ForMIC to more complex en-
vironmental dynamics. One avenue will involve exploring
environments with several classes or sizes of resources, with
the idea that certain resources need to be manipulated and
transported collaboratively by the agents. Another research
direction will aim at optimizing sustainability during foraging,
by considering resources that regenerate with time unless to-
tally exhausted (e.g., sustainable fishing). Finally, we will also
investigate environments with more complex (e.g., concave) or
dynamic obstacles, requiring advanced path planning.
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